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SOCIAL MOBILITY AND REDISTRIBUTIVE POLITICS*
THOMAS PIKETTY
Just like economists, voters have conflicting views about redistributive taxation
because they estimate its incentive costs differently. We model rational agents as

trying to learn from their dynastic income mobility experience the relative
importance of effort and predetermined factors in the generation of income
inequality and therefore the magnitude of these incentive costs. In the long run,
"left-wing dynasties" believing less in individual effort and voting for more
redistribution coexist with "right-wing dynasties." This allows us to explain why
individual mobility experience and not only current income matters for political

attiitudes and how persistent differences in perceptions about social mobility can
generate persistent differences in redistribution across countries.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper develops a rational-learning theory' of redistributive politics seeking to explain important stylized facts concerning
the effect of social mobility on both individual political attitudes
and aggregate political outcomes.
The idea that social mobility plays a crucial role in shaping
political attitudes (in particular toward redistribution) has a long
history in the social sciences. De Tocqueville [1835] first stressed
*I am grateful to seminar participants at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Harvard University (Department of Economics and Kennedy School of

Government), Columbia University, Boston University, Princeton University,

Tarragona University, Brown University, New York University, Yale University,
University of Minnesota, Northwestern University, Madrid, and in particular to
Daron Acemoglu, Roland Benabou, Abhijit Banerjee, and two referees for their
many comments and encouragement.
1. That is, as we understand it, a theory precisely describing not only the
values and preferences individuals are promoting and the institutions aggregating
their actions, but also the information sets they are exposed to and the way they
learn from them. This differs from standard rational-choice theories, as well as from
most sociological "explanations" of the effect of one's mobility experience on one's
political attitudes.

? 1995 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

The Quarterly Journal of Economics, August 1995
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the idea that the difference in attitudes toward redistribution
between Europe and the United States could be explained by
presumed differences in mobility rates. Since then, many authors
have followed this line to explain the absence of any strong socialist

movement in the United States.2 On the other hand, comparative
empirical studies of social mobility rates have long demonstrated
the absence of any significant difference between industrial na-

tions.3 Lipset and Bendix [1959] and Lipset [1966, 1977, 1992]
have repeatedly suggested that persistent differences between
European and U. S. redistributive politics may be due to persistent

differences in popular beliefs about social mobility.4
But social mobility is known to have crucial effects at the
individual level as well. Although current income is positively
correlated with voting attitudes toward redistribution (higherincome groups vote less for left-wing redistributive policies), the
correlation is much less than one, and most of all the residual is
strongly correlated with past income: upwardly or downwardly
mobile voters always exhibit an intermediate position between
stable low-income and high-income voters;5 that is, Table I summarizes the typical voting patterns observed across time and indus-

trial democracies with a remarkable degree of stability.6 That is,

seven out of ten lower-class voters born in the lower class typically
vote for left-wing parties, against less than one-half of lower-class
voters born in the middle class. Similar qualitative results are

obtained in survey studies trying to isolate the specific redistributive component of political attitudes.7 From this matrix it would
appear that parents' income class determines one's political atti2. Among which Marx [1852], Sombart [1906], and Petersen [1953].
3. See, e.g., Lipset and Bendix [1959] and Erikson and Goldthorpe [1985,1992].

4. "What explains the contrast in the political values and allegiances of

American workers with those of other democratic nations? (... .) the belief system
concerning class rigidities stemming from varying historical experiences (... ) seems
much more important than slight variations in rates of mobility" [Lipset 1992, pp.

xx-xxi].

5. A few studies found that upwardly mobile agents are on average more
right-wing than stable middle-class (mostly in the United States). However, later
studies have shown that this was nonrobust (see Thomson [1971]), and this thesis
has apparently been abandoned.

6. See, e.g., Abramson [1973], Thomson [1971], Boy [1980], and Cherkaoui
[1992]. This sociology/political science literature usually cuts the society in half:
lower-class, manual occupations; and middle-class, nonmanual occupations. Although this is highly rudimentary, more sophisticated studies with more than two
income groups confirm the basic findings (see Turner [1992]), which casts serious
doubts on the simple measurement error explanation for these findings. Table I
does not show up simply because upper-half agents whose parents were in the upper

half are in fact richer than other upper-half agents.

7. Otherwise, one could argue that not only redistribution is involved when
voting for some political party. The point is that the same picture survives when
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TABLE I
PERCENTAGE OF VOTES FOR LEFT-WING PARTIES AS A FUNCTION OF INDIVIDUAL

MOBILITY EXPERIENCE

Respondent's income
Low income High income
Low

income

72%

38%

49%

24%

Parents income

High

income

(Average matrix for six countries: Germany 1953, Britain 1962, United States, 1953, Finland 1949, France
1966, Norway 1957. Standard deviation = 5.78%.
Source. Cherkaoui [1992, p. 1891.

tudes almost as much as one's current income, whereas straight
economic rationality should imply that only current income and
not past family income8 should determine one's interests in
redistribution, as in the standard public-choice models of redistribu-

tive politics.9

Our primary objective is to provide a common framework to
account for these various stylized facts and, by doing so, to develop
a new conceptual framework to think about redistributive politics.
The basic idea of our theory is that voters may develop conflicting
views about redistribution not because they are maximizing different objective functions but rather because through their various

mobility experiences they (rationally) happen to learn and to
believe different things concerning the incentive costs of redistributive taxation for society as a whole. That is, our modeling exercise
consists of describing rational agents as having a priori the same
distributive goals and as trying to learn from their income trajec-

survey studies directly ask the agents what they think about inequality and
redistribution. See the studies edited by Turner [1992].
8. Unless one assumes that there are strong "dynastic permanent-income"

effects. That is, one could reconcile Table I with a simple model of selfish,

forward-looking, and well-informed voters only by assuming that ability exhibits
sufficient memory along dynastic histories, so that kids' income prospects depend
sufficiently on the grandparents' achievements for a given parental income. We feel
that such an alternative explanation would eventually have to deal with the
formation of beliefs about such dynastic transmission processes, which would bring
it very close to the theory developed in this paper.
9. See, e.g., Mueller [1989] for the standard economic models of redistributive
politics. Aside from the stylized facts mentioned above (which by nature these
theories cannot accommodate), the basic prediction according to which a lower
median-income/mean-income ratio should result in higher redistribution does not
seem to be particularly consistent with the evidence (see, e.g., Perotti [1994] and
subsequent references). See Piketty [1993] for an alternative viewpoint on the
political economy of redistribution with perfectly informed, selfish voters.
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tory not only the mobility matrix of their society but mostly how
responsive individual probabilities of promotions and achievements are to individual effort (as opposed to predetermined factors
that are beyond one's control), so as to evaluate the incentive costs
of redistributive taxation. However, completely learning the relative role of effort in the generation of inequality would require a lot
of costly experimentation that each single generation is not willing
to undertake, which implies that in the long run different income
histories lead dynasties to converge toward different beliefs regarding society's mobility parameters and therefore different beliefs
concerning the socially optimal redistribution rate.
The key point is that in the long run the same reasons lead
some dynasties to support higher redistributive taxation and at the

same time to supply less effort, while some other dynasties support
lower redistribution and at the same time work harder to be

successful. Namely, in the long run some dynasties believe (maybe
rightly) that predetermined factors are more important than
individual effort in shaping individual achievements, while some
others believe (maybe rightly) that individual effort is the key to
success and social rigidities are second-order.'0 This implies that in
steady state there are more "left-wing dynasties" in the lower class
and more "right-wing dynasties" in the middle class (regardless of
which dynasties have the "right" beliefs, if any), although everybody started with the same distributive goal. Moreover, upwardly
and downwardly mobile groups include intermediate fractions of
left-wing and right-wing dynasties as compared with stable lowerclass and upper-class agents, which leads exactly to the voting
patterns depicted in Table I.
The multiplicity of steady states explains at the same time why
different countries can remain in different redistributive equilibria, although the underlying structural parameters of mobility are
essentially the same. This is particularly likely if a country
exhibited for some time in the past a significantly different
experience of social mobility before joining the "common" pattern.
The "canonical" application is the United States, whose nineteenth century mobility and class structure differed significantly
from that of Europe before the two countries converged in the

twentieth century."
10. In fact, there is a whole continuum in between these two extreme
dynasties.
11. Note that this provides a more rigorous explanation for this persistence
phenomenon than the sociologists' "explanation" referred to above. Our theory
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Four different pieces of evidence lead us to think that this

theory has some relevance. First, when asked what they think
about inequality and redistribution and why they vote the way they
do, it appears that people from different social backgrounds share a
wide consensus about abstract principles of distributive justice
(ability per se is usually considered as an irrelevant basis for desert

unless it is seen as being a result of previous efforts. People can
deserve unequal rewards only on the basis of features-such as
effort-that are subject to voluntary control), but that they differ

substantially on practical assessments concerning the key to

personal success (the poor emphasizing structural factors; the rich,
personal qualities such as effort and ambition) (see Rytina, Form,

and Pease [1970]; Kluegel and Smith [1986, Chapters 3-4]; and
Miller [1992]). In some sense, this paper chooses to take seriously
people's justification of their attitudes toward redistribution, in-

stead of describing them as egoists and liars from the beginning.12
Next, voting patterns indeed exhibit an amazingly high rate of
dynastic reproduction. Abramson [1973] shows Italian data where
more than 80 percent of voters with left-wing parents voted for
left-wing parties, irrespective of their social class and their mobility

experience. This gives strong support to our theory,13 which says
that in the long run individual mobility experience has a substantial but completely indirect effect on individual political attitudes.
That is, conditioning individual political attitudes on parents'
political attitudes almost completely cancels the effect of individual
social mobility on voting behavior depicted in Table 1.14 Our model
makes transparent this distinction between the direct, "learning"
effect and the indirect, "sampling" effect of mobility on political
attitudes. Also, note that the idea that a common cause leads some

shows why it is possible to persist with a wrong estimate of social rigidities and the
role of effort. Although agents may eventually learn the right matrix of actual
mobility rates, they have a biased estimate of how this matrix would respond to
changes in individual effort decisions (and this is the functional form that one needs
to know to assess the incentive costs of redistribution).
12. One could obviously argue that people are basically egoistic and ex post
"find" some beliefs to justify their behavior. But then one has to explain why
income is not perfectly correlated with one's vote (see Table I). Methodologically, it
makes sense to assume that agents lie in survey studies only if this is necessary to
account for the actions and facts under consideration, which is not the case here.
13. It is hard to reconcile these very high rates of dynastic reproduction with
the basic voting patterns of Table I without a theory giving a common reason why
some dynasties vote for more redistribution and at the same time have lower rates
of upward mobility.
14. See also Kelley [1992] for some very detailed evidence showing that the
effect of social origins is mostly indirect, i.e., goes through the parents' political
preference and not the class per se.
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agents to support redistribution and to supply less effort is similar
to the old view that highly politicized workers do not try to use

chances of social ascent as much as workers with less class
consciousness (see Kaelble [1985, p. 61]).15
Finally, the view that there exist wide and persistent disagreements about the incentive costs of taxation is supported by the
strong lack of consensus among economists when they attempt to
quantify these costs. Everybody agrees that a 90 percent marginal
income tax rate may well discourage labor supply and that a 10
percent rate leaves room for more taxation, but the consensus is
not long preserved if we try to go farther.16 This is hardly

surprising since economists face the same basic limitations as the
agents described in this paper. The only way to know the optimal
redistribution rate for sure would be to try it for a while, and this
entails substantial social costs. The difference (hopefully) is that
most agents base their assessment on their limited personal
experience (so that their eventual beliefs are to a large extent
forecastable), whereas scholars may perform more sophisticated
cognitive processes than those of the agents, or have more time to
find more informational
Another application of the ideas developed in this paper is
worth mentioning. Forgetting completely about the redistributive
taxation aspects of the theory, our learning model predicts that
income inequality for a given, homogeneous cohort should grow
with age. When people are young and start with the same beliefs,
they put forth the same effort, and the only inequality comes from
the shocks. As time passes, people who have received bad shocks
15. This example illustrates that left-wing dynasties may very well expend a lot
of effort for other objectives which are not related to social ascent (such as
trade-union activism or teaching).

16. See MaCurdy [ 1992] and subsequent references for recent developments of
the long-standing controversy between economists about the work disincentives
effects of taxes. Note that this empirical literature does not actually offer any
estimate of the elasticity of the transition probabilities between different income
levels with respect to changes in the after-tax income distribution, since it typically
uses cross-sectional data on working hours, wage rates, and total income to estimate
the elasticity of working hours with respect to the net wage rate and nonwage
income, thereby completely neglecting the incentive costs of redistribution via lower
individual effort to be promoted to a higher wage rate (whereas one would expect
that this is the source of most of the incentive costs, if any, as opposed to
working-hours responses within a fixed wage-rate category). In any case, note that
an econometrician estimating the role of effort for these transition probabilities
would also need to estimate agents' beliefs about the role of effort in order to get
unbiased estimates of the true parameters (otherwise the econometrician will
always tend to confirm what agents believe).
17. Section VI shows how a sophisticated outside observer can use our theory
and cross-country evidence to make some (limited) progress in assessing these
incentive costs.
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may get (rationally) discouraged and supply less effort; whereas
more successful agents keep putting forth more effort. Eventually
a lot of persistent inequality has been created simply because of
endogenous beliefs dynamics. This provides a new explanation for
this widely noted phenomenon.18
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II sets up
a simple model of income inequality and redistribution. Section III
describes the learning dynamics when dynasties learn only from
their own income trajectory. Section IV analyzes the long-run
steady states of this learning process and proves the main result;
i.e., that voting patterns always look like Table I in the long run.
Section V introduces the possibility of learning from other dynasties and shows how this restricts in interesting ways the degree of
heterogeneity that one ought to observe in any single country while
preserving the heterogeneity of long-run beliefs. Section VI attempts to make some outside observer's welfare comparisons of the
various steady states. Section VII gives concluding comments.

II. A MODEL OF INCOME INEQUALITY AND REDISTRIBUTION

In order to isolate the heterogeneity of voting behavior
stemming from the endogenous heterogeneity of beliefs about
incentive costs, we consider a model of redistribution where
different income groups do not a priori have different distributive
objectives when they vote over redistributive policies.19 This may
arise simply because redistribution is of a pure social-insurance
nature (each agent faces equal chances at the beginning of each
period), or more generally because all agents share the same
principles of distributive justice, although they may have different
18. See Deaton and Paxton [1994] for recent evidence that the variance of labor
earnings (and not only the variance of total income or consumption) grows with age
for a given cohort. Our proposed explanation differs from the usual explanation (the
true inequality of ability between agents is the same at all ages, but it takes time for
employers to learn these ability differentials. See, e.g., Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom [1994, pp. 925-28] and references cited therein) in that in our model there is
no true inequality between agents, and everything comes from endogenous discouragement and encouragement effects. One way to distinguish empirically between
the two theories would be to observe the effect on earnings dynamics of personal
events that affect individual beliefs about the role of effort without affecting
employers' perceptions about ability.

19. As we repeatedly stress throughout the paper, a model where voting
heterogeneity comes entirely from heterogeneous, well-informed economic interests
can hardly explain the voting patterns of Table I. This does not preclude real-world
individual concerns for redistribution to be some complex combination of selfish and
social values (as long as this is consistent with Table I and the observed rates of

political reproduction).
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material interests in redistribution; we choose to focus on the
latter case.

We assume a discrete infinite horizon, t = 1, 2,. . , and we

consider an economy made up of a continuum of agents i = [0;1].
For convenience we shall think of each period as a generation, and

of each generation as having exactly one offspring each period.20
During each period t each dynasty i can obtain one of two

possible pretax incomes yit = yo or yi, with yi > yo > 0. We not
(respectively, Ht = 1 - Lt) the mass of agents born at time t in
low-income families (respectively, in high-income families); Lt is

the mass of dynasties obtaining income yo at period t - 1 (Lt=
m(i subject toyit1 = yo), where m(.) is the Lebesgue measure over
I). Agents obtain income yo or Yi depending on luck, how much
effort e one spent, and social origins (i.e., parents' income). The
material welfare of agent i at period t is given by2'

Uit = yit - C(eit)
with
C(e) = e2/2a, a > 0.

More precisely, the probability that an agent with social origins yo

(respectively, yl) and with effort supply e obtains income yl is given
by

proba(yit = y, eit = eyit- = yo) = ro + Oe
(respectively,

proba(yit = ylIeit = eyit- = yl) = l1 + Oe).
In equilibrium these probabilities will be strictly between zero
and one, so that there is positive intergenerational mobility in this

economy. We assume, however, that 0 < rmo < Trl to reflect the fact
that children from high-income families have access to better
opportunities (on average). 0 > 0 measures the extent to which
individual achievement is responsive to individual effort.

It is irrelevant for our purposes where the parameters (Tro,'71,0)
come from (and in particular whether poor kids have lower
opportunities because of genetic endowment, parental environ-

20. Although nothing would be changed if lifetimes last several periods, as we

shall see later on.

21. We assume a to be small enough so that the transition probabilities defined
below will always be between 0 and 1. We choose this simple functional form for C(e)
for the sake of notational simplicity only.
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ment, or schooling), because we only consider public policies that
are purely redistributive; i.e., which take as given these parameters
and simply try to make low achievement less painful by redistribut-

ing from Yi to yo.22 In this simple two-income world where we
assume that both effort and social origins are not publicly verifiable

(second-best) optimal redistributive policies simply take the form
of a tax rate T E [0;1].23 Income is taxed at rate T, and all tax
revenue is redistributed in a lump-sum way, so that the after-tax

income Yo, (respectively, ylT) of someone obtaining pretax income
(respectively, yi) is (1 - T)yO + TY (respectively, (1 - T)Y1 + TY),
where Yis aggregate income at the corresponding period.24
The timing of actions for each generation is as follows: after

they choose their effort level ei, and their income shockyit = yo ory

is realized, agents vote over the redistributive policy Tt+1 to be
applied next period. Tax policies are chosen one period in advance
to avoid time-consistency issues (the relevant tax rate is known
prior to effort-taking) and to ensure that at the time of the vote

agents know their own income group, so that there are four types

of voters (as in Table I): the stable lower class, noted SLt (those

whose parents' income was yo and whose income is also yo), the
downwardly mobile, noted DMt (those whose parents' income was

Yi and who have gone down toyo), the upwardly mobile, noted UMt
(those whose parents' income was y and who have moved up toy0),
and the stable high-income (or middle class, noted SHt (those

whose parents' income wasy, and whose income is alsoyl).
We assume that when voting over redistribution these differ22. Our analysis can readily be extended to a world with a larger set of policy

tools (e.g., schooling and parental aid policies aimed at reducing mT, - rTO) in case

agents have common beliefs regarding how these policies affect the parameters

(rio,ir1,0), whatever they may be. For given beliefs about (Tro,Tr1,0) agents will fav

the same, socially optimal policy package, and these beliefs will be determined
through individual income histories in the same way as in Section III, IV, and V
below. However, if, as one would expect, agents have different beliefs regarding how
different policies can affect some given parameters (e.g., agents who experienced
different schooling or parental histories view differently the relative efficiency of
pure redistributive taxation versus schooling subsidies), then the theory has to be
substantially enriched in order to account for these endogenous variations in
beliefs. We leave this for future research.
23. If redistributive transfers could be made conditional either on individual
social origins or on individual effort, then one could redistribute without affecting
individual incentives to expend a lot of effort, and the size of socially optimal

transfers would just depend on mrl - 'ro (and not on 0). Note also that on

conditional transfers are not feasible (second-best) optimal policies charges the
same flat tax rate on everybody's income. It is useless to try to charge lower rates
against lower lump-sum transfers to high-social-origins agents by inducing them to
self-select (this is because effort matters the same way for all agents).
24. Using the notation introduced above, aggregate income at period t Yt is

equal to Lt+lyo + Hz+ly1.
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ent agents share the same social welfare function. To fix ideas, we
assume that they all think that unequal opportunities that are

beyond one's control (i.e., mo < irl) are a bad thing, and that the
state should try to correct this as long as this is in the interest of
the most disadvantaged, i.e., should try to maximize the expected

welfare of lower-class children by redistributing income from Y1 to

Yo.25 That is, when voting at period t, all agents are maximizing

Vt+1 = fELt+l Uiti+di. Note that there is nothing contradictory
between maximizing a "social" objective function when voting and
maximizing private welfare when choosing one's effort level. In the
latter case, no positive-mass effect is imposed on the aggregate.26
This is the traditional distinction between private and social values
(see, e.g., Arrow [1963, p. 18]).
The important point is that every voter is going to balance the

social benefits of equalizing opportunities with the incentive costs

of taxation. That is, setting a tax rate Tt+1 will lead period t + l's
agents to choose an effort level e(t+1,0) maximizing their own
expected welfare and therefore to reduce their effort if obtaining a
high income shock is less rewarded (regardless of their social

origins):

e(Tt+ 1,o) = argmaxe, 0 Ey - C(e)
= argmaxe>0(rro + Oe)[(l - Tt+l)Yl + Tt+lYt+l]

+ (1 - rro - Oe)[(l - Tt+l)Yo + Tt+lYt+l] - C(e)
= argmaxe?0 Oe(1 - Tt+l)(Yl - yo) - C(e);
that is,

e(t+ 1,0) = a0(1 - Tt+l)(Yl - Yo).

25. This Rawls-type social objective seems to be broadly consistent with what
people express in survey studies (see above). Those readers who feel unhappy with
this social objective can replace it by another social welfare function (such as the
utilitarian sum of utilities, assuming risk aversion), without changing the substance
of what follows (see below).
26. As to why people go and vote despite their negligible importance, we have
nothing original to say. One Kant-like theory would be that they act the way they
want everybody to act (as if they were the dictator). For a more conventional theory
assume, for example, that the continuum economy we described so far is in fact a
large finite economy with some positive probability of being the decisive voter. The
economy must be sufficiently large so that agents' social concerns do not show up

when choosing effort levels. If the agents' total utility is Wt = Buit + Cvt+1, then for
any E > 0 there exists b/c sufficiently small and n sufficiently large such that
individual effort and voting decisions are E-close to those we are considering.
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Taking this into account, the tax rate 't+i maximizing
welfare of lower-class children at period t + 1 is given by

Tt+i(,ml - 0,OX) = argmax,,0 Vt+l = fELt+l Uit+ldi

= argmax,>0 (rro + Oe(T,O))(1 - T)Yl
+ (1- -o - Oe(T,O))(1 - T)YO
+ T[(Q1TLt+l + rrHt+l + Oe(T,0))(yl - Yo) + Yo]
- C(eWO));
that is,
Tt+1(,rl - 0,O) = Ht+i(,rl - 7o)/a(yl - yo)02.

Unsurprisingly, the socially optimal tax rate is an increasing

function of (,rl - mo) and a decreasing function of 0. The larger t
inequality of opportunity rl - ro, the more it needs to be correct
and the higher the income elasticity 0 with respect to effort, the
more severe the moral-hazard incentive problem.27 Note that these
properties do not depend on the particular social welfare function
that we chose for illustrative purposes.28

If the parameters ('ro,1Tl,O) were known to everybody with
certainty, then by assumption everybody would agree regarding
the level of socially optimal redistribution. Political attitudes would
not vary with income, and one can easily show that starting from
any initial condition (L0,H0 = 1 - LoTo), the economy would con-

verge toward a unique steady-state distribution (LOOHOO = 1 - LxT)

III. DYNASTIC LEARNING

Now, assume that agents initially have different beliefs about

society's structural parameters ('ro,'ml,O). That is, all agree that
opportunities are to some extent unequal and that incentives are to

some extent important, but they disagree on the relative quantitative importance of the two. Some think that the "deterministic"

difference in opportunities m1 - ro is small as compared with th
importance 0 of individual effort in shaping individual achieve27. Note also that no public intervention is required if opportunities are equal,
i.e., 7r1 - 'Tro = 0 (this is because we assumed no risk aversion), and that more
equalization of opportunities is less costly when the society is richer (i.e., Ht+1 is

larger).

28. In particular, the same properties would hold if one maximizes any
(weighted-)utilitarian social welfare function (assuming positive risk aversion,
otherwise the optimal utilitarian tax rate is always zero).
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ments, so that they want very little state intervention so as not to
offset individual incentives. Whereas some others agree that
incentives are a problem, but that overall 0 is sufficiently small as

compared with ml - mo (that is, structural and predetermine
factors outweigh individual factors) so that the state can play a
substantial role in raising revenue to equalize opportunities without that much harm.
The questions we want to investigate are the following:

assume that there is some "true," stationary set of parameters

(irO,7rl,0*). What happens in the long run if agents start with
uncertain beliefs about these parameters? What do the long-run

voting patterns look like? What role is played by social mobility in
this learning and voting process?
To address these questions, we must first specify how agents
learn about society's mobility parameters. We consider a learning

process where each dynasty learns only from its own experience

and not from others' beliefs nor from the aggregate income
distribution. That is, each dynasty i believes that others' dynasties
are right-wing or left-wing for all sorts of complex reasons that i
does not understand and therefore treats their beliefs as completely exogenous and uninformative (we assume Bayesian rationality but not common knowledge of Bayesian rationality). In Section
V we will analyze how learning from others can reduce the long-run
heterogeneity of beliefs without canceling it completely.

The initial state of the economy is (LoHojo,(puio)ic,), where

j.io(.) is the initial prior of dynasty i. We allow PLiO to be any
probability measure defined over the set of all logically possible

(iTr,7rl,0).29 At period t = 0, each dynasty i chooses an effort lev
eio(uLiojo) maximizing its expected private welfare, rationally up
dates its beliefs PLiO given its income achievement Yio = yo or Y
takes part in the voting process over r1 by supporting what i

believes to be the socially optimal policy Til(Lili(.)) given its
posterior beliefs ,uil, and finally transmits its posterior to its
offspring-and so on for the next generation.
First, note that as far as effort-taking is concerned, only the

averages of the probability measures Rit(.) are relevant. By linear-

ity, agents just choose the optimum effort level associated with the

29. For notational simplicity, we will restrict ourselves in what follows to
beliefs with finite support. By logically possible we mean that all parameters

(Qro,mTr,0) receiving a positive weight define mobility probabilities strictly betwe

and 1, given the effort cost (as summarized by the parameter a). This allows us to
forget completely about corner solutions.
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certainty-equivalent beliefs; that is,

eit(Tt, it)= e,(Tt0(id))
with

04Lid) 4 0it(O,M0lM,0)supp(Rit)

Individual voting decisions are potentially more complicated. One

way individual agents with beliefs fLit could determine their voting
attitude is by computing their best estimate of the true social
optimum Tit(PLit) as if everybody shared their beliefs, i.e., by
ignoring the fact that other agents have other beliefs and therefore

may react to taxes in a way that they view as suboptimal (in one
way or another). This would lead to a most-preferred tax rate

schedule rit(pLit) which would be increasing with one's best estimate
of the inequality of opportunities rr,(pLit) - io(,Lit) and decreasing
with one's best estimate of the role of effort o(,iLt).30
However, even if dynasty i treats others' beliefs as exogenous

and uninformative, the maximization of Vt implies that i should
take into account the way other agents are responding to taxes.3'
That is, if dynasty i can observe that the average beliefs of other

agents are Ot = fiOiO(>jt)dj, then i's best estimate of the poli

maximizing Vt is given by

Tit(PLit) = argmaxT>o R [(go + Oe(,0t))(1 - )y1
supp(Rit)

+ (1 - mo - Oe(r,Ot))(1 - T)yo + T[(QroLt + mlHt
+ Oe(r,Ot))(y, - yo) + yo] - C(e(,Ot))]Iit(,mo,,m,,O);
30. However, note that Tit, may increase with the variance of Pit for given
averages, since T(rrI - mro,0) is proportional to 1/02.

31. With common knowledge of Bayesian rationality and regardless of the
possibility of learning from others, agents may not take others' beliefs entirely as
given if voters did not care only about Vt+1 (the average welfare of the poor kids next

period) but rather about something like 7s?t+1s-t-'V,. In that case, they would not

choose their most-preferred policy by taking as given others' reactions to taxes, but
rather they would try to influence others' future learning processes through
strategic policy choices, thereby trading off less justice in the short-run against more
truth and therefore more justice in the longer run. For example, if you believe that
poor kids have beliefs that are inefficiently biased against effort, you may want to
support even less redistribution than you view as socially optimal, so as to get them
to learn what you view as the truth. In the same way, low-effort, predetermined
factors advocates may want to tax even more the yuppies putting forth what they
view as inefficiently high effort. In other words, the political conflict will be
intensified by such attempts to influence others' beliefs. This may actually bring
individual most-preferred policies closer to those computed under the assumption

that everybody shared one's beliefs. This seems to capture well the idea that

individuals are somehow responsible for their wrong beliefs, and we leave this
important issue for future research.
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that is,
Html(it) - mO(mit) 1 - 0(>it)

i~t(FiLt - a(y1 - y)O)t + ot

In other words, for given average beliefs Ot individual mostpreferred tax rates still depend positively on individual estimates of

the inequality of opportunities Tl(Lit) - mo(>Lit) and negatively on
individual estimates of the role of effort 0(,iLt).32 In what follows, we

will simply summarize most-preferred policy schedules rit(>it) by a

function T(MO(Qit) - -l(pit)O(Rit)) that is increasing in its first

argument and decreasing in its second argument. In order to

concentrate on the endogenous path of voters' perceptions, we
adopt the crudest possible view of the political process: parties are
assumed to be purely opportunistic. Individual preferences over
tax rates are single-peaked, and both parties advocate the median

most-preferred tax rate. Thus, Tt~l = med((it, (tLt)),,,).33
The dynastic Bayesian updating process is perfectly standard.

Consider, for example, the learning effects of an upwardly mobile

trajectory, i.e., an agent i E UMt with initial beliefs [Lit. For any
(ro,IT1,0) E supp(pLit), we have
Imo + Oe(O(Ry),irt)

,y+( Ox 1 ,rr1,O) = ,it( rro,~rO) 1supp(Rit) (7rr + 0'e( (t,,t))Lit(o,0,')
That is, i will put more weight on those parameters predicting
more upward mobility than the prior. Note that Bayes' rule puts
few restrictions on short-run learning from one's own experience.
One's effort level and political attitudes can go in every direction
following, say, an upwardly mobile trajectory, depending on how
initial beliefs determine the interpretation of the event. For
example, an upwardly mobile trajectory need not increase one's

estimate of the role of effort. In the example above, 0(Qi,+1) can

32. Note also that Ot has an ambiguous effect on Tit(P-it). A higher Ot induces i t

support less equalization of opportunities because i knows that other agents will

overreact to tax increases, thereby increasing the cost of redistribution (Ht(rl((pit) iro(pLit))/a(yi - Yo)02 is a decreasing function of Ot). On the other hand, a higher

induces i to tax more (respectively, subsidize less) what he views as inefficiently high

(respectively, low) effort-taking, regardless of any redistributive objective (1 - 0(A t)/
Ot is an increasing function of Ot). Note that the second effect dominates if Irr(p t) -

Tro(pLit) = 0; i.e., if i believes that there is no need for pure redistribution. Also see

footnotes 31 and 39.

33. We certainly do not suggest that this is a good positive theory of political
parties. For example, one may want to model political parties as having beliefs on
their own and trying to influence voters' perceptions (see Roemer [1994] for
research along these lines).
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smaller than 0(Lit) if P it is such that i puts forth v
and views a high-income shock as indication of a high
0. It follows that unless we make unjustified restrictions on the

initial priors (pLio) the direct learning effects of social mobility wi
not deliver the voting patterns depicted in Table I. We now turn to
the long-run evolution of beliefs, where these ambiguous, direct
learning effects are counterbalanced by indirect, sampling effects
that always push toward Table I.

IV. STEADY-STATE POLITICAL ATTITUDES

The first property of this dynamic process of learning and

voting is that it converges; that is, in the long run beliefs about

society's mobility parameters and the resulting equilibrium tax
rate are stationary.34 This is a direct consequence of the martingale
convergence theorem.

PROPOSITION 1. Whatever the initial condition (LoHo0,Tr(oQio)0iE),
and for every dynasty i E I, the belief fit(.) converges with
probability 1 toward some stationary belief kik) as t goes to oo.
The equilibrium tax rate rt converges toward some tax rate T..

Proof of Proposition 1. For any given tax rate sequence (Tt)to0,

the stochastic process (t>it(.))t>0 is defined by a standard, fully

rational process of Bayesian updating, and as such has the
martingale property. What dynasty i expect its offspring to know
next period is exactly what dynasty i knows today; otherwise
dynasty i would know it right away (see, e.g., Aghion et al. [1991]).
Thus, the martingale convergence theorem applies, and the society

converges toward some stationary set of beliefs (piJA(.))I . It follows
that the equilibrium tax rate, as a continuous function of these
beliefs, converges.
QED

Now, the interesting question is whether every dynasty necessarily adopts the same beliefs in steady state, and whether the
long-run tax rate is necessarily equal to the true socially optimal

tax rate. That is, we want to know how initial conditions (puiO)ic,
map into long-run beliefs (,uijiI. First, we must rule out "doctrinaire" initial conditions if we want to say anything of interest,
34. Obviously, this would not be true if society's mobility parameters are not
stationary, which may well be the case in practice. We leave this for future research.
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since Bayes' rule does not allow us to learn anything that was ruled
out by the prior. If each dynasty i starts with beliefs PLiO concen-

trated on a single point (say, PLio = l(Oi, .1i ,i), then these beliefs wi
trivially persist in the long run, and any voting pattern can be
steady state. To exclude these degenerate situations, we assume

that initial priors (RLio) put a strictly positive weight on the t

parameters (Vi E I,,ii0o7r*,7r*,0*) > 0), so that at least they a
"given a chance" to learn the truth. This can be viewed as a

stability condition in the sense that all steady states that do not
originate from such initial conditions would not survive any small

perturbation of individual beliefs putting any small positive weight
on the true parameters.

However, this does not guarantee that agents will converge to
the truth in the long run. For any tax rate r E [0;11 define S(r) as

the set of beliefs ,u(.) such that

(a) V(7r0,rr1,0) E supp(>), 7ro + Oe(~,,) = mro* + 0*e6i,T)
7r1 + Oe(ir) = mr* + 0*e(iT)

(b) (,m*)7rl*)0*) E supp(>L).
Conditions (a) and (b) say that when the tax rate is 7 beliefs in S(r)
generate effort decisions e(iT) that lead to expected probabilities of
upward mobility, downward mobility, etc., which are the same
across all points of their support and coincide with the true
probabilities. Therefore, a dynasty starting with such beliefs will
never modify these beliefs, whatever income trajectory may be
observed. Most of all, such beliefs are stable. Because they lead to
expectations that entail no contradiction with experience, no
perturbation in the direction of the truth will be recognized with
certainty (see the Appendix). Conversely, beliefs that do not verify
these properties are unstable. An agent starting with beliefs
predicting mobility rates higher or lower than the true mobility
probabilities will easily recognize its mistake if its beliefs are
perturbated in the direction of the truth.
Now, the point is that there are many beliefs that lead to no
contradiction between expectation and experience. Define A(T) as
the set of all (Tro,Tri,O) such that

m0 + Oe(T,O) = 7r* + O*e(T,O)
,m1 + Oe(T,O) = 7r* + O*e(T,O);
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that is,

A(r) = ((Q10(0),M1(0) = 7 - 7r + IO(0),0)0>O)
with

= Oro* + (0* - 0)e(T,0).
(Figure I represents the locus A(T) in the (0,lmo) space. Parameters
in A(T) are indistinguishable from the true parameters (Trr*,r?%0*)
in the sense that if one believes these are the true parameters one

will take an effort level leading to expectations about income

mobility that exactly coincides with experience. One can see on
Figure I why there are many such parameters. It is difficult to
realize that one puts too much weight on effort if at the same time
one puts too little weight on predetermined factors. By definition,

all beliefs pu E S(T) have their averages (7ro(J1),Tr1(pL),0(Ji)) E A(T).
Conversely, all parameters (TroTr1,O) E A(T) define many corresponding beliefs pu E S(T) whose average (Tro(pu),Tri(pu),O(pu)); all probability measure p. whose support is on the line passing through

(Th,Tri,0) and (Trr*n4,0*), putting a positive weight on (Trrl*,0

and whose average is exactly (Tro,Trl,0) belong to S (,) (see Figu

7ro i

7To go ~~~~~~~~~~~~T

FIGURE I
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Note that these many beliefs of S (,) averaging to the same point of

A(Tr) are essentially the same as far as anything "material" is
concerned. They lead to the same effort levels, mobility rates, and
political attitudes (see below).
Based upon the discussion above, we have the following
results.

PROPOSITION 2. (1) Whatever the initial condition ( Lio)ic subject to
v i E I LiO(r*,,r*,0*) > 0, the long-run steady state is such that
(i) Vi E I, ix. E S(T.)

(ii) T. is the median of (Tix jij))iCjI.
(2) Conversely, for any beliefs distribution and tax rate

((1i.)isEi,TE) verifying (i) and (ii), there exists some initial

condition ( -io)ic subject to Vi E I FiO(rO*,,r*,0*) > 0 converging

toward ((p jiC.ID).

Proof ofProposition 2. See the Appendix.

The fact that rational Bayesian learning does not converge to
the truth in this model should not come as a surprise to anybody
familiar with the costly-experimentation literature pioneered by
Rothschild [1974]. Whenever one is trying to learn some optimum
action by using signals whose informativeness depends on the
current action, the only way to guarantee complete learning is to
take all possible actions during sufficiently long periods, which is
privately optimal only if one is sufficiently patient. In our model,
agents are trying to learn the functional form relating effort to
mobility probabilities, and the only way to learn everything about
such a functional form would be for several generations to "sacrifice" their life by trying to supply no effort or to work like mad in
order to see what happens to their socioeconomic status. We ruled
this out by assuming that each generation chooses its effort level by

maximizing its own private welfare Uit, thereby making active
experimentation strategies unattractive. However, note that exactly the same pattern of long-run mistakes would prevail if each
generation was choosing its effort level by maximizing some

dynastic utility Tt8s-Vis so long as the discount factor is not
sufficiently close to 1 (i.e., as long as 0 < 8 < 80 for some 80 < 1).35
35. McLennan [1984] and Easley and Kiefer [1988, pp. 1060-62] prove this
property in a monopolistic pricing model where the monopolist is initially uncertain
about two possible linear relationships between price and probability of consumer
purchase. As in our model (and unlike in Rothschild [1974]) the action space is
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Since not everything is learned in the long run, social mobility
trajectories and actual long-run beliefs and political attitudes are

jointly determined. What is more interesting is that although
long-run beliefs can be wrong in many different ways every single
steady state will necessarily exhibit the voting patterns represented in Table I. What Proposition 2 really tells us is that for any
stable steady state all dynasties can be ranked along a one-

dimensional scale, namely, their position on the curve A(T.). That
is, in the long run all dynasties believe that the predetermined

opportunity difference 7r1 - mro between lower-class and middl
class children is (on average) mrr - m* (the true opportunity

difference), but they have different estimates of 0, i.e., of how mu
individual effort can undo the effects of social rigidities. All
dynasties are mobile, so that one can find proponents of all
redistributive policies in every income group. But the point is that
because the same beliefs lead some dynasties to supply less effort
and to support more redistribution, in steady state there are more
left-wing voters among the lower class (irrespective of who has got
the right belief, if any), and the political composition of socially
mobile agents is strictly intermediary between that of the stable.
To see that, note that those dynasties i E I who have converged

toward a higher 0 = O(uioo) vote for less redistributive policies
(T(7r1 - rro,0) is decreasing with 0) and supply more effort (eWcO) is
increasing with 0) so that a higher fraction of them H.(O) has a high

income in steady state. Indeed, H.(O) is given by the condition that
the mass going out of the high-income class is equal to the mass
coming in:

(7r* + 0*e(T.,O))HcOOX) + (Trr* + 0*e(T.,,))LcOA)

= (1 - rr* - O*e(T.,,))H.(O);
that is,

Hoo(0) = (1-271 + 2 r -0*e(Too,))
so that H'(0) > 0 (as long as Hoo(0) < 1).
It follows that a higher fraction of lower tax rates supporters has a
high income. In the same way, lower tax rates supporters have a
higher Drobability of being upwardlv mobile than stable in the
continuous (price instead of effort), and their continuity result (i.e., the incomplete
learning for b = 0 survives for 8 small but positive) can be directly applied to our
setting.
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lower class, but a lower probability of being upwardly mobile than

stable in the middle class. Indeed, the steady-state fractions of
0-dynasties who are upwardly mobile UMOO (0), downwardly-mobile

DMoo(), stable at high-income SHJO(), and stable at low-income
SL0. (0) are given by
UMc,(0) = (7r* + 0*e(T,,0))L.,(0)

DMoo(0) = (1 - 7rr* - *e(T.,,0))H.(O)
SHco(0) = (7Tr* + 0*e(Tc,H,0))H.o(0)

SLoo(0) = (1 - rr* - 0*e(T.,0))Lj0(0).
It follows that the fraction of 0-dynasties who are mobile as

compared with the fraction of 0-dynasties who are stable at high
income (respectively, low-income) decreases (respectively in-

creases) with 0. Therefore, the mobile as a whole have a political
orientation which is intermediate between those of the stable.

PROPOSITION 3. In any stable steady state described by Proposition
2, the voting patterns mimic those presented in Table I. That
is, for any two redistributive policies T, T', with T > T3,

H,,,(TT') < L,,,(TT')

SH.o(TT') < UMjoTj% DM,,,(TT') < SL,,,(TT'),
where X(TT') is the fraction of class X preferring T to T'.
Proof of Proposition 3. Because preferences over tax rates are
single-peaked, there exists T", with T > T" > T', such that dynasties
i E I preferring T to T' are those whose most-preferred tax rates

T(0(,ui)) is above T"; i.e., those whose 0(,yj) is below some 0". Since
the fraction of 0-dynasties Hoo(0) obtaining a high income in steady
state increases with 0, the fraction of the high-income class whose
0(pLj) is below some 0" is lower than that of the low-income class.
Similarly, because SHoo(0)/DM.(0) and SH.(0)I UM.(0) increase
with 0, SHOO(TT') < UM.(TT'), and SHO(T,T') < DM,(T,T'), and
conversely with SL.
QED

Thus, in the long run social origins have an effect on political
attitudes only because they are informative about which type of
dynasty one belongs to. This is what we referred to in the
introduction as the indirect, sampling effect of social mobility on
political attitudes, as opposed to the direct learning effect whose
direction can be ambiguous. Prior to convergence, however, one
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cannot completely distinguish between the indirect and the direct
effect. Many lower-class agents are in the lower class because their
ideology does not push them to work hard to be promoted, but also
their poor economic performance confirms their initial ideology

(and conversely for the right-wing ideology).

V. ROBUSTNESS OF LONG-RUN HETEROGENEITY

The analysis of the possible long-run beliefs when dynasties
learn only from their own income trajectory should be regarded as
a benchmark case based upon minimal learning opportunities. In
practice, agents can learn in many different ways, for example, by
looking at achievements and beliefs around them, through direct

communication and debate, by designing large-scale econometric

studies, and so forth. A complete analysis of these learning schemes
and associated limits to beliefs heterogeneity is far beyond the
scope of this paper.36 This section will simply address the issue of
learning by looking at cross-section aggregates in order to show
that this alters only partially the long-run heterogeneity of beliefs
described by Proposition 2, thereby providing some minimal
robustness property.
We now assume common knowledge of Bayesian rationality.
Each dynasty now believes that other dynasties are rational
Bayesian updaters and tries to infer as much as possible from their
political attitudes and the observed income distribution. We make
minimal observational assumptions: each dynasty can only observe

the aggregate income distribution (Lt,Ht) as well as the actual tax
rate Tt (that is, the median point of the cross-section distribution of
most-preferred tax rates but not the entire distribution).37
In order to make inferences from these observations, each

dynasty i must be endowed at t = 0 with some prior beliefs

tio((PUjO)j i) defined over all possible distributions of others' pr

(>j~jei. We assume that the mapping PLio -> io(.) = C(.,piO)
36. We can nonetheless indicate some straightforward consequences of enlarging learning opportunities. First, if the economy is partitioned into small (zeromass) disjoint sets of friends and relatives who can perfectly observe one another,
then the steady-state results of Proposition 2 still holds. But things would probably
be different if these small sets are overlapping (see Bala and Goyal [1994] for an
analysis of such issues in a different context). Next, if all dynasties start with
common priors and can costlessly communicate with one another, then it is clear
that they cannot disagree forever (see Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis [1982].
37. Proposition 4 below could easily be extended to allow for the observation of
mobility rates and of Table I for given T,' (see the proof of Proposition 4 and
footnote 41).
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common knowledge, which completes the specification of the
information structure.

Given some initial condition ((PiO,4iO)iEITO), this collective

learning process follows some trajectory ((PLit,tit)ivI,Tt)t?0 and converges toward some long-run steady state ((Pio,,,ioo)iEIXTo), for the
same reasons as in the pure dynastic-learning case. For the same
reasons as in Section III, we are only interested in long-run steady
states originating from initial conditions putting positive weight on
the truth (both on the true parameters and on the true distribution
of others' priors).38
First, note that the long-run heterogeneity of beliefs will
survive only if everybody consistently misperceives the average

effort eoo = fiEIei.(pFi)di of other agents. For example, a dynasty i
underestimating the role of effort as compared with the average

agent and as compared to the truth (O(pi) < min(fjei0(pu1oo)dj,O*))
will have to overestimate the average effort eoo in order to make the
observation of aggregate income Hc,. consistent with its beliefs (and
conversely for agents on the other side).39 But the point is that such
a permanent misperception of the average effort of others can be

perfectly rational if dynasty i is sufficiently uncertain about the
initial distribution of priors (PLjO)jEI, given that dynasty i only
observes the median most-preferred policy (from which almost
nothing can be inferred about the average effort).
However, such misperceptions can be sustained only if the
median and average beliefs i has to attribute to others are
"rationalizable" from i's viewpoint. Steady states where agents
disagree too much will always be ruled out by this process of
learning from others, regardless of the uncertainty about initial
priors. To see that, consider a dynasty i whose long-run beliefs

(,u-. E S(T.o) put positive weight on a point (7roir71,i0i) E A(T,,) a

38. Note that if we do not restrict the 4jos to put positive weight on the tr

initial distribution of priors, then new steady states (as compared with Proposition

2's characterization) would actually appear. For example, even if pio puts positive

weight on the true parameters, puL will put zero weight on the true parameters in

case 4jo puts probability 1 on an average effort which is not consistent with the t

parameters and the observed income distribution (this type of dramatic inference is
driven by the fact that the aggregate income distribution is a deterministic function
of the effort profile).
39. Thus, in the steady states described in Proposition 4 below, dynasties with
lower 0(puL) will tend to have higher estimates of the average 0(Pujc), which may
reverse the ordering of the schedule of most-preferred tax rates described in Section
III. Over some range, dynasties with lower 0(pi.) may support less redistribution
because they believe more than others that other agents will overreact to tax
increases. We do not know whether this is capturing something of interest, and in
any case, this nonmonotonicity would probably disappear if voters were trying to
influence others' beliefs (see Section III and footnote 31).
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who is able to compute the set of (averages of) possible long-run

beliefs 4r0i,71i,0i)(T. that other agents can have if the true param
ters are (7rmijrliS,0i). One can obtain the equation of this set by
replacing (rr*,O*) by (Oi7,Vrli,0i) in the equation defining the tru
set of possible long-run beliefs A(To). On Figure II we represent two

such sets 4s0i,..i,0i)(T.) one for a dynasty underestimating effort

(0 < 0*), and one for a dynasty overestimating the role of effort
(0' > 0*). One can see on Figure II that this rules out steady states
where there are at the same time some very left-wing agents and a
majority of very right-wing agents. This is because a national

left-wing dynasty (0i = 0) believes that the maximum long-run
"mistake" is 0-(rroi,rr1i,0i), so that such a dynasty could not
rationalize the existence of dynasties whose most-preferred tax

rate is below the tax rate rTQI* - 7rr*,0-(7Ou,TrhiOi)) associated wi

beliefs 0-(0i). So the median most-preferred tax rate TOO has to

higher than T(rr* - T0*,-(Trr*i1,0*i 'i*)) for the most left-wing dy
i*, which will be the case if everybody is relatively left-wing or if
everybody is relatively right-wing (for example, if everybody is at
the right of 0* or if everybody is at the left of 0*). For the same

7 7r

70

j

I*

0~~~~~~

7r?L1 \
9 9* 8(0)8' ae)
FIGURE II
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reasons, the average dynasty must not be too far away from the
most left-wing dynasty i *, so that the effort level the latter has to

attribute to the former be lower than e(O-(7r0i*,7r1i*,Oi*)), the
maximum effort i* is ready to attribute to rational Bayesian
updaters.
To summarize, learning from others rules out steady states
where there is too much diversity, which seems to capture well one
reason why each single country tends to be politically homogeneous. Rational agents cannot disagree too much forever.40 However, note that this narrowing of the set of steady states is biased
against extreme left-wing dynasties, as opposed to extreme rightwing dynasties who can move on with their extreme beliefs without
ever worrying about the existence of agents in the other corner!
Based upon the intuition given above, one can prove that these

are actually the only steady states that are ruled out by the process
of learning from others.

PROPOSITION 4. (1) Whatever the initial condition ((iO0,4iO)iCzTO)
subject to Vi E I uio(T7r*,T1r*,)* > 0 and io((PLjo)jei) > 0, the
long-run steady-state is such that,

(i), (ii) of Proposition 2

(iii) V i E I, V (T7rhiTriUqO) E supp(pij), 7roiL. + 7r1i Hoc +

0ie(0-(7roiqTrliqHi)) > H.o and T(rr* - 7r*q0-(7roiqvliqi)) <
Toc.

(2) Conversely, for any beliefs distribution and tax rate

((io)ijI,Tj) verifying (i), (ii), and (iii), there exists some i
condition (LiO,4iO)iEI subject to V i E ILiO(Th*qT*H0*) >

~io((ujo)j~i) > 0 converging toward ((LijDiEIT.
Proof ofProposition 4. See the Appendix.

The incomplete learning result of Proposition 4 relies heavily

on the uncertainty about the initial distribution of priors (pLiO)ieI
We believe, however, that this captures well the actual difficulty of
learning something from other agents with different political
views. It is difficult to sort out the informational content from the
prior, in particular because the strength of the latter is in general
unknown.

40. In this model there is actually another force pushing toward homogeneity,
although in a less drastic way. Namely, lower redistribution implies higher effort
(for given beliefs) and therefore less opportunity to learn that low effort is actually
the optimal choice (and conversely for high redistribution). That is, by influencing
individual experimentation, the majority tends to attract the rest of the economy in
its direction. We leave a more precise analysis for future research.
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However, note that we have not proved whether these steady
states are stable against aggregate shocks. If, following a shock to
many agents' beliefs, the tax rate shifts to another value, then the
history of tax rates along the adjustment process may reveal so
much that agents do not converge back to the initial steady state.41
In sum, what we learn from Proposition 4 is that even if we
assume agents have a very sophisticated cognitive ability (they
know the right model and are able to compute its dynamic
properties), learning from others does not change dramatically the
amount of long-run heterogeneity of beliefs that obtain under pure
dynastic learning. Learning from others will of course homogenize
long-run beliefs for given initial conditions, but there is no general
presumption that the heterogeneity will shrink completely.
VI. SOME WELFARE ANALYSIS

Now consider what a very rational agent could learn by
making inferences from cross-country evidence based on this
model. Imagine an outside observer knowing the model and looking
at the pieces of international evidence that we have on inequality,
mobility, and redistribution in western democracies. Assume also
that this outside observer is ready to assume that these countries
have the same structural parameters (rrrtO*). The first piece of
international evidence is that important and fairly stable differences in levels of redistribution are being observed. Typically, there
tend to be many fewer redistributive transfers in the United States
than in Western Europe and especially in Scandinavia.42 From this
one can infer that these countries are in different steady-state
equilibria of the model (this is confirmed by the observation that
working hours, i.e., some limited signal of effort, tend to be longer
41. A general analysis of the exact conditions required for complete learning
(which we do not offer in this paper) would most likely boil down to dimensionality
comparisons, as is usually the case for questions of information transmission. That
is, complete learning will obtain when the dimension of observable signals is higher
than the dimension of what one is learning about. In our model the unknown
parameters are three-dimensional, dynastic income history is two-dimensional
(because of noise), and this is why pure dynastic learning fails. Inferences from the
aggregate distribution and the median most-preferred add two more dimensions of
signals, and this is why we have to introduce two dimensions of uncertainty about
the initial distribution of priors (the median and the average) to preserve incomplete
learning. The history of taxes and aggregate distributions adds some (0 1, . . . , t .1..)dimensional signals, which in principle could be matched by the infinitedimensional uncertainty about the priors or, more deeply, by a larger dimensionality of the set of unknown parameters (vrr,1fl,O*) (with more than two income levels,
with nonlinear effects of effort, and so forth).
42. It is hard to give a global quantification of this multidimensional phenomenon. Mueller [1989, p. 326] presents some data showing that the size of transfers as
a fraction of GNP is twice as large in Western Europe as in the United States.
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in the United States). Of course, if the outside observer looking at
these countries knows the true parameters, he can easily say which
country redistributes too much, which country works too much,
which agents have a "wrong" ideology, and so on. He knows that

the "truly optimal" rate of redistribution T*, effort level e*, and

GNP L*yo + H*yi are given by the true parameters (r*,wr*,O*).
But if the outside observer does not know a priori which beliefs
are the right ones (just as us), what can he say if he wants to
compare the actual welfare of these different dynasties and countries? The answer may first seem to be not much. Indeed, one can
find steady states where the agents spending the highest amount of
effort are in fact not working enough (given the true returns to
effort), and others where the agents spending the lowest amount of
effort work too much. Maybe there is too much redistribution in
the United States, and maybe there is too little in Sweden.
In a desperate need to refine his beliefs, the observer may
compare the GNPs of these different countries. The theory predicts
that a country with less redistribution should have a higher GNP
(whatever the true parameters), and that this should be all the
more so if the incentive problem is more severe (that is, if the true

social optimum is relatively little redistribution). Here the evidence
is not very conclusive. EC countries tend to have a somewhat lower

GNP per capita than the United States, but this is less so for
Scandinavia. Coming down to less and less secure grounds, the
observer may want to compare mobility rates. The theory again
predicts that countries with less redistributive taxation should
have higher mobility rates, and again this should show up particularly strongly if individual incentives play the key role postulated

by these countries. The striking observation here is that all

quantitative studies that have tried to compare mobility rates
across developed countries have concluded that these rates were
amazingly similar (see the references in Section I). The observer

may choose to conclude that since the rigid, redistributionintensive societies of Western Europe are as mobile as the United
States, there is little reason to believe in such a strong need to
preserve individual incentives. This is a very unsecured inference
process, in particular because higher transfers may not only

alleviate inequality but also make mobility easier (unlike in our

model), but this may be the best one can do to refine arbitrary
priors, and we believe that this is the kind of instrumental
comparison on which a number of observers "decide" on which
side of the Atlantic we are closer to the social optimum.
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In theory, one can say more than that by looking in more detail
at the class composition of the electorates supporting different
redistributive policies (say, different parties). For example, if there
is a lot of class polarization (i.e., very high partisan voting in each
social class), this suggests that (at least) one class is very far from
its socially optimal welfare level. In the same way, very different

most-preferred policies (i.e., main political parties advocating very
different rates) suggest that (at least) some dynasties have got it all
wrong. Assume that we observe very different policy proposals, but
very little class polarization. This suggests that very different effort
levels do not have a major effect on individual achievements, and
therefore that the truly socially optimal policy involves a lot of
redistribution and that those working the most should slow down.
Similarly, substantial class polarization around comparable policy
proposals indicates that individual factors are the key to success

and that the social optimum involves little redistribution. This

analysis of class polarization of electorates versus polarization of
the political spectrum can also be conducted at the cross-country
level. One would have to look at these data in more detail, but there
does not seem to be striking dissimilarity across western countries
from which information could be inferred. In any case, these are
again very approximate ways to infer some information, but these
may be the best ones available given what we want to learn.
VII. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This paper has two main objectives. First, providing some
theoretical foundations to understand better the political economy
of redistribution and particularly some important stylized facts
concerning the effect of social mobility on political attitudes toward
redistribution (namely, the fact that voters with identical incomes
but different social origins vote differently). This gives a richer
picture of redistributive politics than the standard public-choice
model (which cannot account for these stylized facts), and this
shows the importance of belief systems for the generation and
dynamics of inequality.43
43. In effect, our learning story provides a mechanism generating persistent
inequality across dynasties that are intrinsically equal. Other mechanisms producing persistent inequality out of self-fulfilling beliefs include the well-known

statistical discrimination model (Arrow [1973]; Phelps [1972]; also see Coate and

Loury [1993] for recent developments), as well as a model proposed recently by
Roemer and Wets [1994], where agents learn about a convex relationship between
human capital investment and income through linear extrapolation of the (human
capital investment, income) pair of their social neighborhood, so that poor kids
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We believe that our theory also provides a tractable framework
for analyzing the fluctuations of redistributive politics, e.g., one
that can be used to look at the effects of changes in the pretax
distribution on redistributive policies. For example, we have not

analyzed how shocks to the fundamentals (rrrlO*) determine
transitions between steady states. This looks like an important

extension if one accepts the view that historical changes in

attitudes toward redistribution are to a large extent driven by
changing perceptions about the incentive costs of redistribution, as
opposed to changing strategic positions of the decisive income
groups (see Piketty [1995] for such an extension).

Next, this paper suggests that instead of always looking at
politics as a game designed to aggregate well-informed, conflicting
interests, it may sometimes be valuable to consider that the main

difference between voters is not their differing interests and
objective functions but rather the information and ideas about

policies that they have been exposed to during their social life. Not
only is majority rule ill-suited to aggregate conflicting interests
(see, e.g., majority cycles), but differing beliefs and ideas about
government intervention in the economy are pervasive (not only
among economists). The point is that although people can have
different beliefs about the best-possible policy, these beliefs are not
arbitrary. Agents are naturally exposed to different pieces of
information depending on their economic positions. We hope that
this general approach can be tractable and rewarding enough to

solve interesting political-economy questions in the future.44
APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 2

We first prove part (1) of Proposition 2.

Consider ((pi )iIT) some steady-state originating from some
initial condition ((ILio)iCITo) subject to V i E I [iO(Tr*,Tr*,0*) > 0, and
invest less and remain poor while rich kids invest more and remain rich (a problem
with this mechanism is that agents cannot rationally account for the observed
inequality around them-e.g., the poor cannot rationalize the high investment they
must attribute to the rich without becoming rich themselves, unlike in our model).
44. For example, consider the interesting model of Saint-Paul [1993], where
agents with different employment status vote over firing costs. One could extend
Saint-Paul's theory to allow for the existence of some socially optimal, possibly
positive firing costs depending on how much employers internalize the humancapital social costs of firing. In such a case, it may be reasonable to expect that
various employment histories lead to various informational exposures regarding
employers' excessive propensity to fire, leading to different political attitudes and
possibly important positive and normative implications.
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consider some dynasty i. We have to prove that puio is in S (T.). We

first prove that ui,(Tr*,r*lO*) > 0. Pick (rojr,,O) ? (Tr*,Tr*,O*)
subject to I1iO(TOjr,,O) > 0, and define for any t ? 0 the likelihood
ratio It = uit(,rro,,rri,O)/ ,it(*rrO*lO*).

Consider all periods t subject to i E Lt. If i E UMt, then Bayes'
rule implies that

Vit+l(TrO7r1)0) = ,itTroiTrriO1 (i) Tro + Oe(ji/t,Tt)

YHO upp(pit) (Tr'O + 0 'e( Lit,Tt)) >it(rr' or' ,')

Tr*~ + 0*e(tiit,Tt)
= ,it~rr,1T~0*) SUPP(,pit) (Tr'o + 0 'e(Vit~,Tt)) ,.it(Qrr'o,,rr'i,O')

so that
T o 0e(J>itTt)

t+l = t .* + 0*e(itrt)
Conditional on the true parameters (Tr*rr*r,0*), the event i E

UMt will occur with probability [,Tr* + 0*e(,Lit,Tt)]. If i E SLt, Bayes
rule implies that
11it+l(1rrO,Vrr,0) = P-it(1rrOl,rri,0)

1 - rr0 - Oe(itTt)
lsupp(pit) (1 - Or' - O'e(RitTt))Rit(T J,0 )

tiit+1( rO1r*,0*) = tiit(rO, r1,0*)

Tr*1 - s - 0*e(Vittt)

lsupp(pit) (1 - Tr' - O'e(titTt))Pit(Or l,0 )
so that

1 - Tro - 0e(IitTt)
it+i = it 1 - Tr*r - 0*e(PitTt)
Conditional on the true parameters (Tr*rr*r,0*), the event i E

SLt will occur with probability [1 - Tr*r - 0*e(,lit,Tt)]. It follows that
if t is subject to i E Lt, then conditional on the true parameters
(Tr*,r* ,0*), we have

Trro + 0*e(pVit,Tt)

+ [1 - 'rr1 - 0*e(t>itTt)]1t 1 - Trro - Oe(titTt)
~~~ 1 -~~~~~r - O*e(tLit,Tt)
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that is,

E(lt+ lilt) = it.

One can show in the same way that if t is subject to i E Ht.
E (t~I 4 lt) = It. That is, the likelihood ratio It follows a martingale
(conditional on the true parameters) (this is actually a general
property of Bayesian learning processes; see Smith and Sorensen

[1994]). It follows that It converges with probability 1, and most of

all that It cannot converge to +00 with positive probability (since
E(itIio) ? lo < +00 V t). It follows that if pii(vrro,,rr1,0) > 0, then
*0 > 0 (otherwise i. = +oo). Since there must exist such

a (Qrro,rl,O) (otherwise Ri.(,Tr*0,,r*l,*) = 1 > 0), it fol

Tr*s o 10*) > ?.
Finally, note that by definition of stationarity piu mus
that whatever dynasty i observes it does not change the weight of
any point of its support; that is, it must be that

v (mrr1,0),(QrK7r',0') E supp (pi)rrO + Oe(Ri,,-,Tr) = Tr'O + O'e(pioTc,,)
Tr + Oe(pijy ) = rr'1 + 0'e(i.,cT).

But since (Tr*rTr*0,O*) E supp (,yo) it follows that

v (ror1,O) E supp ([li,?)ro + Oe(pi,,,T) = Tr* + 0*e(pi,,T,.)
Tr + Oe(pim,,T) = Tr* + O*e(jiooTx)

That is, piui E S(TOr). This ends the proof of part (1) of Proposition 2.

Part (2) of Proposition 2 is trivial. Take any ((Ri-)iCI,T.) such
that V ipRi,u E S(TOO) and TOO = med (Ti.(pi.))iI). If ((io)iCI,To) =
((pij(iCJT.), then V i E I, t > 0, [Lit = io.
QED

Stability of the Steady States of Proposition 2
Moreover, there are many other initial conditions leading to a

given steady state ((pi.)iCIT) satisfying (i) and (ii). For exampl

Fi~v0,*,0* and that - it(v*rxlr>,*) 0 with probability 0 (for the

consider some dynasty i subject to supp (pi.) = [(Qr*,Tr*,0*),(Qrro,1rr10

Then if R1i0 is subject to supp (Ruio) = supp (pi.), and pio(rrrr*,0*)

0irr*rr*,O*), then [Lit pi,, with probability 1. To see that, no
that if pit(,*rrOr*0*) < pi.(vrr*rr*O0*), then ,iit+(Tr*Tr*rO*)
same reasons as in the proof of part (1) of Proposition 2). If

pio(0Q*,,O*) > j ?o*) then i -> pi with probabilityp and

to 1 with probability 1 - p subject to Rio(pli. + (1 - p)) +

(1 - Puio)[ui~o = Pui0 (this comes directly from the martingale condi-
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tion; see McLennan [1984, pp. 343-44]. The unconditional expectation of the long-run beliefs equals initial beliefs; i.e., p = 1 -

(ALo - .ij/pjo(l - po). Figure III represents the transition f
tions for the probability iit(Lr*,m*,0*) (for the case 0* >
characterizes entirely the dynamics of beliefs. If the initial beliefs

are at the left of [Li., then long-run beliefs will be attracted with

probability 1 by , Whereas if the initial beliefs are at the right of

p-i, then they will be attracted with positive probability p(tui0) by
tLi0 and with positive probability 1 - p(ILio) by the truth (unsurprisingly, p (ijo) tends to 1 as [uiO tends to [Li. and tends to 0 as [uio tends
to 1). One can prove similar stability properties when # supp

(,I.o) > 2. Thus, the steady state ((tji.)ijI,T,,) is stable against
perturbations of individual beliefs.
QED

Proof of Proposition 4

Part (1) of Proposition 4 is straightforward. Any steady state
must verify (i) and (ii) for the same reasons as in Proposition 2, and
it is clear from the discussion before the statement of Proposition 4

it+1 0' 1i

,iEUMt+i, SHt i

iEDMt+jS~tf.SLt+I
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that if (iii) is not satisfied for some dynasty i, then i cannot

rationalize its observation of TO and (Hc.,L.).
We now prove part (2). Consider a candidate steady state

((pij)jiCIT) satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii). From Section III we know
that the (juy0) are such that nothing more can be learned from one's
own income trajectory.

Consider i E I and (rroilrr1iOi) E supp (,Yo). Let e0O = JL e(Oi)di
be the average effort. Let (LOOHOO = 1 - Loo) be the aggregate

income distribution (TrrL0. + Tr*rH0. + O*e0. = Ho). Let e.(7riii)
be the only estimate of others' average effort that is consistent with
the observation of aggregate income in case the true parameters

are (rroiril0i):

TrroiL. + rliHc,. + Oie,,,kirvi1,O) = Ho.
Let O(rriirr1iO) be such that ec(Qrr0i,,TriOi) = e(O(Troi,Tr1i~,i)). By
condition (iii) we have Oirro-,l1i,Oi) < O-(rroir11,Oi).
Let Om be such that T(rr* - rr*O,Om) = TOO. By condition (iii) we
have Om < O-(krr0i),r1,Od)

Let (p j be any distribution of beliefs over S(,oi jri oi)
(T.) such that the average av ((O(pj(TOi(rli i)))jc1) is O(Troijriri) and
the median med ((0(p (7OilT1i,6i)))1c,) is em (there are many such
distributions, we are just fixing two dimensions of an infinitedimensional variable).

Now consider ~iO(.) defined by
supp (rio) = [( jt(7rri'rrlii))i i] (rrOir1i,Oi)CSupp(4ix)

v (oili)i),(Oiii) E supp (jim),

l ( Q0r4OlXj(1Oijrli6i))yi- = li('OiTrliOXi ' O')
Assume that at time t = 0 the collective learning process starts

with any initial condition ((,uio = ~iJ.,tio)iCiTo = T.). Then we claim
that V t >0 ((0 itit)iCITt) = ((pOiOXi0)iCIJT). This is because for any
dynasty i the probability of observing aggregates (LOO,HOO = 1 - L.
and T is the same for all (Toilr1iO) E supp (jiy) (by construction of
fit), so nobody learns anything from the aggregate observations.
Since the p, are such that nothing is learned from dynastic income
history, it follows that this is a steady state. (One could also prove
that these steady states are stable in the same way as in proposition 2.
QED
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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